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Preamble 

Happy New Year. Yes, I know it‟s February already but, if you were paying attention you‟ll have 
noticed that there wasn‟t a January issue to carry this traditional salutation. With Covid (mostly) in 
retreat, let‟s hope that this year will see a substantial return to normal activities. 

Of which, the Club has not been entirely dormant. Reasonable numbers have continued to attend 
since Christmas despite the Clubhouse being somewhat chill and draughty. A few intrepids have 
even managed to run their engines – a welcome harbinger of things to come. 

 

Club Matters 

Public Running 

It has been decided that Public Running will recommence this year, beginning in April. In order to 
prepare for this, we need to know who is willing and able to participate. 

After such a long break, and to comply with the Club's evolving Safety Policies, it is particularly 
important that we identify Drivers (Steam and Battery Electric Locomotives), Guards and Signal 
Operators, both past and potential, so that a programme of re-training and competency validation 
can be established as soon as possible. 

If you have, in the past, performed any of these tasks and are willing to continue, please contact 
the Secretary with some urgency. Potential candidates are also encouraged to apply. 

Subscriptions 

Subscriptions for 2022 were due on the 1st of January, with a closing deadline of 1st March. Whilst 
a gratifying number of Members have renewed already, there are still a few stragglers. If you 
haven‟t paid yet, please do so as soon as you can. Fees are being held again at £35 for Single 
and £45 for Family Membership. Cheques should be made payable to TSMEE Ltd, posted to Ian 
Spencer at 39 Briardene Crescent, Kenton Park, Newcastle upon Tyne NE34RX. If you prefer to 
pay by Bank Transfer, the full details are “The Tyneside Society of Model And Experimental 
Engineers Ltd” , Sort Code  40 37 37 , A/c No. 41383817 

 

Stephenson Locomotive Trials 

From Eddie Gibbons – The 66th Trials event of the Stephenson Memorial Locomotive Association 
will be hosted by The South Durham Society of Model Engineers on Sunday 18th September 2022 
at their track site at Hurworth Grange near Darlington. Please make a note in your diaries.  As 
usual, entries will be invited in July. South Durham is an excellent venue for the event, and 
accommodates 3 ½, 5 and 7 ¼ inch gauge locomotives on a railway that is sufficiently challenging 
to make the day interesting. 



Member’s Musings 

Superpower - Steam from Two Continents 

Jim Nolan 

“Superpower” was the term coined by the Lima Locomotive Works for locomotives generally with 
four wheel trailing trucks (bogie), large fireboxes and superheaters. The larger grate area meant 
that the locomotive could achieve greater steaming capacity, higher speeds, more horsepower, 
and greater tractive effort. To accommodate the larger firebox, Lima gave the new locomotive a 
two-axle trailing truck instead of the common single axle trailing trucks previously used. The first 
model being the 2-8-4 Berkshire locomotive. This visit showed off how two continents approached 
the task of getting more locomotive for a given set of criteria.  

The debut of the new locomotives, one Australian and one American showed how this task was 
approached. I was also going to visit a friend in Vancouver, Canada, who was getting very close to 
completing his 4-6-6-4 Challenger. 

The first two locomotives were at the Maricopa Fall Meet in Phoenix, Arizona. The Fall Meet takes 
place annually in late October when the area has started to cool down although there were still 
days in the thirties. 

2197 is a Norfolk and Western Y6b, a 2-8-8-2 Mallet used on heavy coal trains in the Virginian 
mountains. They were compound locomotives used up to 1958, the end of steam on the N&W. 
They also became quite famous as one of the subjects of O. Winston Link, whose famous night 
photographs of the N&W often pictured the Y6‟s. 

 

 

 ¾ side view shows the massive front end 

 

The class was introduced in the „thirties and underwent continuous improvement right into the 
„fifties. N&W continued with the use of steam long after most other Class One railroads in the 
States.  

 



 

 

Tender side view with brakeman‟s dog-house 

 

The primary role of the locomotives was moving coal through Virginia over the Pocahontas to the 
seaports of Norfolk. 

 

 

 Compound cylinders 

 

It was quite common to have two Y6b‟s pulling 190 hopper trains, only needing a pusher on the 
steepest gradients. To improve starting tractive effort the locomotive had a simpling valve allowing 
high pressure steam into all cylinders until speed rose above 5mph. 



 

 Close-up of the front end 

2197 was a commission built by a friend of mine who lives in Las Vegas. The owner is also a 
builder so has elected to finish the locomotive himself. When I was there, he was still fitting up the 
lpg burner and had yet to steam the locomotive in anger.  

The locomotive builder made heavy use of Shapeways to produce castings in sintered metal. For 
instance, the steam pipe Y on the front was made using this rapid prototyping technique. I have a 
bit of personal involvement in this loco as I redrew many parts in 3D for production by Shapeways. 
2197 was a fine example of Superpower American-style. How this was approached elsewhere 
was illustrated by the next locomotive 

This was an Australian standard gauge Garratt built by Bayer Peacock in 1952. The AD60 is a 4-
8-4+4-8-4, one of which is still in steam in Australia. This model was started in Australia, bought by 
the present owner and shipped to the States where, over the last twenty years, he and others 
have worked on its completion. 

 

 Trevor Heath follows his AD60 to the steaming bays 



This outing was to be the locomotive‟s first run on a track. It had only been on a rolling road up to 
this point. The locomotive is lpg fired with the tanks in the box car.  

 

 

Front engine showing the highly detailed front end 

The previous Australian owner was a sheet metal man, so he had completed the tender and front 
tank but had done little on the chassis. The patterns for the locomotive still exist but only two sets 
were produced.  

 

 Backing the loco off the steaming bays for its first run 

Trevor has completed a very detailed fine scale model which showcases all the best practices 
available to full size builders at the end of steam. So, it has one-piece cast steel engine beds 
made in America. Power reverser, superheating, Stones electrics, mechanical stoker and 
Westinghouse compressor. The miniature also has cast steel engines, probably the only miniature 
in existence with this feature. 



 

 

 Running across the trestle on the first run 

Like all first runs this was a combination of elation and frustration. We went out on what was 
supposed to be the best maintained bit of track on the property, but still had several derailments 
as the front truck refused to stop on. This was found to be a combination of lack of weight on the 
front truck and poor track. There was also a problem of lack of steam. After two days of sporadic 
running, we put this down to the new boiler needing a lot of blow-downs to clean it out. The boiler 
also would steam long before the thermal inertia had levelled out and the whole boiler was up to 
working temperature and efficiently producing steam to spare. 

 

 

Taking a spin in the yard in the cool of the evening 

All in all the first steaming was a qualified success though there were a number of small issues to 
address, most of which Trevor has now done. The throttle needs some attention, and he has 
another box car to complete so he has ample propane storage available for extended running. 
This he will need as he will be at the Train Mountain Triennial in June. 

 



 

 Challenger 

The third locomotive on my list was another Mallet, this one used by Union Pacific. Built starting in 
the 1930‟s there were 105 built for use over most of the UP. Only 2 survive - one was in steam 
until 2010 when it was parked due to mechanical problems. It was officially retired in 2020 when 
parts were used in the restoration of 4-8-8-4 Big Boy 4014.The other is on display in North Platte, 
Nebraska. 

This locomotive also has a connection with Australia as the builder hails from there, starting the 
build in 7.25” gauge. Then emigrating to Canada where the build continued after conversion to 
7.5” gauge. 

 

 A side shot showing the builder‟s pipe-bending skills 

Chris Hollands, the builder, is a pipe fitter by trade so his pipe work is superb and all done in 
stainless steel. He has also thought about the Driver and all controls are made to suit full size 
fingers and ease of use. 

 



Both locomotive and tender are very near completion. The tender, described as a centipede 
tender, has 6 fixed axles and a two axle front truck. 

 

 

Centipede tender 

 

 

Rear of tender 

The class was originally coal-fired but were converted to oil-firing later in their career. Castings for 
both the Challenger and Big Boy were available from Rodger Goldman in the States if anyone 
wants a bit of a challenge. 

 



 

It‟s a long way to the front 

The locomotive was built on a rotating jig up until the boiler was fitted, after which it became too 
heavy to safely rotate. The boiler was built to Australian rules which restrict the volume and 
operating pressure. 

 

 Front end 

As you can see in this picture of the front end, the boiler front plate is a long way back from the 
front of the shell. Also on view here are the twin steam nozzles and exhausts and more of Chris‟s 
stainless pipe work. 

So - three locomotives which show just how much innovation was going on with steam right up to 
its demise in the late 1950‟s. Next date on the calendar is the Train Mountain Triennial in June, 
where, Covid permitting, I hope to see the AD60 again this time running at peak performance. 

 

 



Postamble 

That‟s it for the first issue of the New Year. Many thanks to Jim for his excellent article – besides 
the astonishing model engineering he records, his pictures of Arizona sunshine make a pleasant 
change from Northern England gloom. 

As February is a short month, the next issue of IM will be out quite soon. I do have some editorial 
copy in the bank, but can always do with more – there‟s ten more issues to fill this year … 

 

Contact information 
 

Newsletter Editor – Mike Maguire – mike.maguire@btinternet.com 
 

 Club Secretary – Linda Nicholls – lindanic@sky.com – 01 670 816072 
 

Website – www.tsmee.co.uk      Webmaster – John Rowley – johnrowley@btinternet.com  
 

Headquarters and Multi-gauge Track – Exhibition Park, Newcastle upon Tyne NE2 4PZ 
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